Hundreds of thousands of recent college graduates today cannot express themselves with the written word. Why? Because universities have shortchanged them, offering strange literary theories, Marxism, feminism, deconstruction, and other oddities in the guise of writing courses. They've offered everything, really, but the basics of clear writing.

—Stanley Ridgeley

Anyone who taught English 101 before it was “post-modernized” knows that the theorists' takeover of college writing did not happen without a feud. Across America, that feud pitted old-school against new-school educators and tradition against novelty. This essay will look into its local dynamics at North Carolina State University and the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, where the new-school theorists have a lock on freshman composition. What is going on there is roughly what is happening at most colleges and universities around the country. Composition is taught according to a new vision, in spite of evidence that shows a sharp decline in literacy among college graduates. If Charles Dickens were writing this tale of two schools, it would open, “For composition students in the postmodern era, it was the worst of times—period.”

Before I revive an old quarrel, and perhaps incite a new one, I shall make three points that can stand uncontested. First, freshman composition occupies a unique position in any college curriculum. It is the only course required of about 90 percent of all enrollees, the only freshman course committed entirely to writing, and the only course designed to prepare students to write in other disciplines. Thus, the weight the course bears is self-evident.

The second point concerns the unique position writing occupies among the arts: writing is the only art most graduates will practice over a lifetime. Most will never take up singing or painting, but they cannot sidestep writing if they aim to succeed in a business or profession, or just to express themselves clearly in their everyday lives. Simply put, “Writing today is not a frill for the few, but an essential skill for the many.” The newly established National Com-
mission on Writing in America’s Schools and Colleges made that claim the epigraph for its 2003 report. It’s what teachers have always contended and what a new college graduate will soon discover.

Third, gauging the effectiveness of any writing program is a tricky business. One program must serve students whose diverse interests, aptitudes, and prior writing experience make up a complex set of variables. When a program’s advocates cite statistics or empirical evidence to show that the courses in place serve students well, critics counter by questioning the program’s goals and the means by which they are met and measured. Hence, the appraiser’s dilemma, so aptly put by Chris Anson, who directs the Campus Writing and Speaking Program at North Carolina State University: “Clearly, no single method, no set theory, no specific research findings, no matter how conclusive, will provide everything we should know about or act upon in this rich and complicated process”—teaching writing.

That scholars, nonetheless, devote whole careers to the process commends them. That they have scrapped an outdated approach to teaching writing commends them. And, as I shall make clear, there is much to approve in the system composition theorists installed in the mid 1980s. But if their latest methods brought convincing results, there would be no National Commission on Writing with a report entitled The Neglected “R,” stating that “the level of writing in the United States is not what it should be.”

The commissioners’ observation is dead right, but when they cite “The Need for a Writing Revolution,” they miss four key points:

1. the revolution is over,
2. the rebel composition theorists prevail,
3. they do not neglect composition—far from it, and
4. insider opposition to their methods has been consigned to a frustrated silence.

Asking the victors in the composition wars to start a new revolution, then, is like asking the establishment to overthrow itself.

Thus far, no insider opponent has been able to loosen the lock the theorists have on teaching composition in the university. And few outsiders are aware that when theorists let “cutting-edge” or “postmodern” research trump reason, common sense, and years of classroom experience, they hold students hostage to a bad idea. My mission is to say when, why, and how the bad idea caught on and propose ways to rescue composition from this postmodern mania. In short, I shall

- describe an outdated system that made composition ripe for a revolution,
- review the progress brought about in the 1980s by the first wave of composition theorists,
- show how the theorists’ love affair with all things “postmodern” has come to undermine the progress they themselves had initiated, and finally,
- propose ways to improve freshman composition.
I base my findings upon interviews, research, and upon the 26 years I taught college composition, a career that spanned all three stages in its evolution. By no means am I alone in my dismay over what composition theorists have wrought.

**English 101 before the Theorists’ Takeover**

She who dares call this the worst of times for freshman composition must concede upfront that every stage in its evolution has been called so by some would-be reformer. No sooner had Harvard College made composition a specialty in 1872 than the nay-sayers attacked, declaring that it cost too much, neglected literature, and had failed in its mission to improve student writing. Here, I tip my hand and place the latter two among my own objections to the current system. Unlike the Harvard nay-sayers, however, I see change in higher education as an inevitable, desirable and, in one particular case, long-overdue response to a changing culture. I refer, of course, to freshman composition, which until two decades ago had languished unrevised since the early twentieth century. Under the old system, instructors spent class time teaching grammar and lecturing on assigned essays whose style, correctness, and depth of insight students were to mimic when they sat down to write. The concept sounds promising, but a closer look reveals the faulty premise: if a student reads the assignment carefully, listens in class, and prepares a detailed formal outline, a first-rate essay will burst—full-blown—onto the page.

Under the old system, students were to turn in a new outline and essay each week, a schedule that left little time for them to seek feedback on drafts and revise before the next due date loomed. To earn even a passing grade, students could make no more than two grammatical errors. To be judged “first-rate,” an essay must adhere rigidly to a five-paragraph formula and follow the outline that a student, when pressed, would usually admit had been crafted after the essay was complete.

Defenders of the old system point out that its long reign saw the emergence of many great American poets, novelists, journalists, and scholars. And no doubt every author from T.S. Eliot to William Safire to Annie Dillard (if indeed they took such a course) stood out—not because a formula for writing suddenly made sense, but because they brought to the course innate gifts that no formula could frustrate. It was the average college writer, the typical enrollee in English 101, who left the course with two misconceptions: one, the main point of any essay would subdivide itself naturally into topics for three body paragraphs, and, two, good writing is mostly a game of eliminating surface errors. When old-school educators, even today, trace the declining quality of student writing to the demise of what is now known as the “writing-as-product” era, they conjure a golden age that never was.
Composition Theorists Advance in the Mid 1980s

The idea to let students in on the secret that professional writers treat writing as a "process" had been around for years before it caught on in the university. As early as 1953, Purdue professor Barriss Mills observed that "The basic failure in our teaching centers is our unwillingness or incapacity to think of writing in terms of process." But it would be three full decades before the process approach to teaching composition became standard practice in the academy. The aftermath was exciting because this new approach did indeed make a difference in student writing.

Of the theorists who introduced it, only two, Peter Elbow and Donald Murray, became well-known to writers and would-be writers outside the academy, and it was Elbow and Murray who influenced the way many instructors taught English 101. Their premise sounds simple. Writing is a process done in stages—planning, prewriting, drafting, and revising—but writers will use different strategies as they advance or double back through the stages, depending on what works for them and for the task at hand. The instructor's job was to give feedback to fledgling writers during each stage of the writing process. Instructors also assigned more informal, warm-up pieces, which students often completed in class before the advent of the online discussion board in the mid 1990s. Under the new system, students were still writing constantly but not necessarily turning in a completed essay each week.

This new approach gave students two distinct advantages: it taught them to devise strategies that worked best for them, but more important, allowed time for students to meet one-on-one with instructors and revise drafts according to their suggestions. Advantages for instructors included a familiarity with each student's writing style, making plagiarism easier to spot in a final draft. And naturally, grading the revised edition of a student-written essay is far less frustrating and time-consuming when an instructor has invested time upfront in the writing process.

The first wave of theorists also encouraged collaboration among writers as a tactic to improve skills. In colleges nationwide, the concept was manifested primarily in the rise of the writing center, where students could discuss their work with peer tutors who were themselves exceptional student writers and who had been trained by the writing center director to help other students with their writing. Legalizing collaboration gave students ready access to additional help and lessened their dependence on "back-alley tutors"—friends, parents, and former teachers who gave too much help. I became an advocate for peer-tutoring in 1987, when I was hired to open and direct a writing center at Meredith College and saw firsthand that collaboration, used wisely, reinforces classroom instruction and can indeed improve student writing.

Experienced instructors initiated other changes on their own—before those changes became official components of the new pedagogy. For example, many of us disposed of the rigid five-paragraph formula for writing essays, as well as
the formula we had used to compute grades—by counting errors. Many added
a speaking component to English 101, requiring each student to present in
class an oral defense of the argument set forth in his or her research paper.
And with experience came the know-how to treat English 101 as a service
course—as a freshman’s opportunity to acquire skills necessary to write in other
disciplines. By no means, however, did we make that the primary mission of
the course.

Those innovations, all of which were patented by a new breed of specialists,
made teaching composition a useful, agreeable experience for students and
instructors. As a result of the improvement in student writing, many instruc-
tors put together supplemental texts of model freshmen essays which students
typically evaluated as the “most helpful” component of the course. If the meth-
ods we had adopted to prompt these essays were the theorists’ only legacy,
there would be no need for a paper exploring the weaknesses in today’s col-
lege writing programs. But in the university, where research—not teaching—
is the ticket to advancement, theories must mutate to cut a new edge and
thereby extend the life-span of a chic new field. Therein lies the reason for the
changes that have undermined the benefit of these reforms and turned com-
position courses into “postmodern moonshine.”

The Downside of the Theorists’ “Upgrades”

I am not the first to observe that the latest theories about teaching writing
blunt the very progress innovators like Elbow and Murray had inspired. Nor
am I the first to explain why theorists have co-opted a course that once was the
charge of mere teachers. If teaching composition were indeed what one Yale
professor called “a torture to soul and body,” and if instructors earned neither
respect nor equitable pay for enduring such torture, then here was an opening
for enterprising scholars to fix a course no one wanted to teach. Equipped
with “post-Sputnik infusions of federal cash,” a new breed of scholars emerged
and set about to achieve three aims: (1) raise the status of instructors who
taught composition (2) improve the writing of students who took composi-
tion, and (3) secure whole careers for themselves in the process.7

The failure of aim (1) is a well-known fact, because in universities nation-
wide, English 101 is still taught largely by non-tenure-track faculty—adjuncts,
part-timers, and graduate students who are stuck on the low rung of the aca-
demic hierarchy. While theorists set both the content and format of English
101, they rarely ever teach it themselves, preferring instead to assign walk-on
instructors up to three sections per semester.8Such a heavy load would require
30 hours of conferences each week if instructors met individually with 60 or
more students, so the teaching method described in the preceding section of
this report, involving instructors in every stage of the drafting process, simply
does not work in the university—the very institution where the process ap-
proach was first implemented. Pure necessity, then, is the mother of the theo-
rists' latest invention—the "student-centered" class, which has students giving each other feedback on drafts, a tactic that has downgraded the status of instructors even further. The failure to upgrade instructor status is not entirely the theorists' fault. Department heads and deans have long treated freshman programs like bargain basements where a ready supply of cheap labor is a boon to budgets. Cutbacks are always felt first by freshman instructors who were hired when enrollments went up, let go when funding went down. And Ph.D.-granting institutions rely on an even cheaper source of labor—graduate students who divide their time between teaching and taking classes, between grading papers and writing their own. Critics of this arrangement contend that it puts the least experienced, least qualified teachers in charge of the most important freshman course. But the trouble with this age-old practice isn't so much that it puts novices in charge of teaching freshmen how to write—although that isn't ideal—rather, the problem is that composition theorists now require those novices to teach using dubious methods, which are discussed below.

Until recently the failure of the theorists' second aim, to improve student writing, was not well known—except to upper-level faculty teaching the offspring of the theorists' new version of English 101. From my conversations with senior faculty at both North Carolina State and UNC, I learned the following:

- The new English 101 is a continuation of the "disastrous" public school trend to have students work in groups.
- The new English 101 continues the public school trend to go easy on grammar gaffes, so enrollees in upper-level classes have "startling" problems with correctness.
- Enrollees in upper-level courses are ill-prepared to "read, understand, or discuss literature" because freshmen no longer read literature in English 101.
- English 101 students are not encouraged to read for "pleasure and understanding."
- English 101 classes look like "typing classes" because students spend more time working at laptops than they do listening to an instructor teach writing strategies.
- The new course "trains" students to write for other disciplines but does not expose them to great models of written English.

For a while, old school faculty or "traditionalists" protested loudly the deficiencies in the new version of English 101, especially the jettisoning of literature and grammar instruction from composition. And for a while the clash between old school educators and composition theorists led to rancorous departmental meetings and battles for control reminiscent of corporate in-fighting. In the late 1980s, a local reporter called the battle at North Carolina State "the closest thing on American campuses to an academic Beirut."

At the height of the composition wars at NC State, English Professor Michael Grimwood predicted that "the pendulum will swing back" and reunite composition and literature. In 1988, Grimwood had been encouraged by the unex-
pected success of E.D. Hirsch’s Cultural Literacy and Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind, both of which were bestsellers at that time and both of which decry what a chapter title in Bloom’s book calls “The Decomposition of the University,” in other words, the willful erosion of a classical education.

Unfortunately, Dr. Grimwood’s prediction has not come true. Not only has the pendulum not swung back—it has swung even further in the direction of decomposition. Before 2003, however, the best a professor could do to oppose the new methods was to observe that the writing of students enrolled in upper level courses had not improved since the theorists took over—in fact, quite the contrary. Composition theorists countered that senior faculty were hardly qualified to criticize, having removed themselves altogether from the time-consuming business of teaching freshmen. They noted that senior faculty were so immersed in their own research and writing, they were not even aware that new research in composition actually prescribed the jettisoning of literature and grammar instruction from writing courses.

The traditionalists proved no match for what composition theorists claimed their research had shown, and by the late 1980s, the theorists had persuaded administrators to grant them control of composition because they were on “the cutting edge of research.” The theorists’ third aim, then, has succeeded brilliantly. Backed by administrators and by research they themselves had generated, a new breed of scholars has indeed carved whole careers out of composition. Having overruled objections by senior faculty, having surrounded themselves with dispensable junior faculty and pliant freshmen, the theorists proceed unchallenged. In the recently published Our Underachieving Colleges, Harvard president emeritus Derek Bok observes, “Today the process of teaching composition is a topic bristling with controversy and debate.” Unfortunately, Bok’s observation no longer holds true in the flagship branches of the University of North Carolina where critics of the theorists’ trendy new methods have long been silenced.

Three Reasons to Reopen the Discussion about Composition

Now there is clear cause to reopen the discussion about composition. In 2002, in preparation for the addition of a writing assessment to the SAT, the College Board established the National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools and Colleges. But the Commission’s “larger motivation,” which was spelled out in the preface to its 2003 report, “lay in the growing concern within the education, business, and policy-making communities that the level of writing in the United States is not what it should be.” The 2003 report was the first of three consecutive reports, each of which calls attention to a nationwide crisis in the way writing is handled in our nation’s schools and colleges.

- The Commission’s 2003 report opens with this statement: “Although many models of effective ways to teach writing exist, both the teaching and practice of
writing are increasingly shortchanged throughout the school and college years” [emphasis added].

- The Commission’s 2004 report includes results from a survey of business executives in 120 major American corporations employing eight million people. Respondents to this survey concur: “People who cannot write and communicate clearly will not be hired and are unlikely to last long enough to be considered for promotion.” The survey also found that salaried employees with poor writing skills must be retrained and that “remedying deficiencies in writing may cost American firms as much as $3.1 billion annually.”

- The Commission’s 2005 report includes results from a survey of state human resources divisions by the National Governors Association. Respondents to this survey conclude “that writing is an even more important job requirement for the states’ nearly 2.7 million employees than it is for the private-sector employees studied in the Commission’s previous survey of leading U.S. businesses.” Yet respondents are “amazed at how many people with top education credentials have really poor writing skills” and wonder if “English composition” has “fallen off the list of things that count in college.”

With their exposure of a nationwide crisis, these commissioners have performed an invaluable service. But nowhere do they say precisely how writing instruction has failed or what a school administrator can do to fix it. And the commissioners’ goal to “create a writing revolution in the United States” will go unmet until someone pinpoints what went wrong with the revolution that took place in the 1980s—when composition theorists overthrew tradition and radically changed the way writing is taught in English 101. It’s “what went wrong” with the theorists’ takeover that is the focus of this report. What follows is a review of six conspicuous fallacies under which the new system operates.

**Fallacy 1: The purpose of English 101 is “to empower writers to membership in various discourse communities.”**

The quotation comes from an article by Dr. Erika Lindemann, architect of the writing program at UNC-Chapel Hill, and it is this theory that prescribes the content of English 101 at NC State and English 12 at UNC. The premise sounds reasonable. After their freshman year, most college students will be writing primarily in disciplines other than English, so freshman composition should prepare them for “college writing”—not just for writing about literature. With that aim in mind, theorists designed courses that have freshmen reading essays from the sciences, social sciences, and humanities and studying the “discourse methodology” of each discipline before “they practice creating similar texts: journalistic essays, interpretations of music or art, case studies, analyses of data, and investigations of problems a discipline seeks to address.”

According to Lindemann, “Seeing writing as a system contextualizes these disciplinary perspectives and raises questions student writers invariably must answer for every course they take.” In theory, the new objective sounds impressive, but in practice, the aim to have freshmen writing like scientists and social scientists in one semester is as lofty as the rhetoric theorists use to de-
fend it. In essence, it asks freshmen to learn language that is foreign to them before they have learned the basics of composition. It also asks English instructors, many of whom are novices, to teach content outside their own field. The same logic, applied in the sciences, would put first-time physics instructors in charge of teaching *Hamlet*.

As early as 1991, Peter Elbow questioned his colleagues' aim to make "academic discourse" the sole content of freshman composition. In a strongly worded article titled "Reflections on Academic Discourse: How It Relates to Freshmen and Colleagues," Elbow admitted that he was "troubled, first, by the most extreme position—the idea of giving over the freshman writing course entirely to academic discourse." To expose the fallacy in such reasoning, Elbow presented "three brief arguments" for teaching nonacademic discourse in freshman composition:

- "First, life is long and college is short. Very few of our students will ever have to write academic discourse after college. The writing that most students will need to do for most of their lives will be for their jobs—and that writing is usually very different from academic discourse. When employers complain that students can't write, they often mean that students have to *unlearn* the academic writing they were rewarded for in college."  
- "Second, I want to argue for one kind of nonacademic discourse that is particularly important to teach. I mean discourse that tries to render experience rather than explain it. To render experience is to convey what I see when I look out the window... to tell what it's like to be me or to live my life. I'm particularly concerned that we help students learn to write language that conveys to others a sense of their experience... I'm thinking about autobiographical stories, moments, sketches—perhaps even a piece of fiction or poetry now and again."  
- "Third, we need nonacademic discourse even for the sake of helping students produce good academic discourse... That is, many students can repeat and explain a principle in say physics or economics in the academic discourse of the textbook but cannot simply tell a story of what is going on in the room or country around them on account of that principle... When students write about something only in the language of the textbook or the discipline, they often distance or insulate themselves from experiencing or really internalizing the concepts they are allegedly learning."

Elbow concludes his argument by disclosing, "It bothers me when theorists argue that someone doesn't know a field unless she can talk about it in the discourse professionals use among themselves."  

Elbow’s assessment is clear, concise, and right on target: courses designed to teach freshmen how to write like the experts in a field are not helpful in the long run or in the short run because they reduce composition to an exercise in semantics. Thus far, however, the theorists in charge remain unmoved by bad press about their preference for "academic discourse"—even when it comes from within their own ranks or from the National Commission on Writing. Thirteen years after the publication of Elbow’s article, the Commission’s sur-
vey of prominent business leaders issued this caution: “Recent graduates may be trained in academic writing, but we find that kind of writing too verbose and wandering.”

Nevertheless, the aim to teach only “academic discourse” in freshman composition persists—as do critics of the theorists’ reasoning. In a 2006 article entitled “Reading without Literature,” Emory University English professor Mark Bauerlein echoes Elbow: “Bringing more texts that young people will deal with later in life into the classroom sounds like a common sense practice, but it overlooks the developmental aspect of learning. It is to identify an achieved skill with the learning of it, to assert that the best way to become adept with informational text is to study informational text.”

Moreover, freshman instructors themselves dislike the new emphasis upon “academic discourse” or “informational text” and would prefer teaching texts students might actually enjoy reading. Two who spoke on condition of anonymity admitted: “I don’t feel qualified to teach the methods of a scientist” and “I’m glad the unit on science comes first so I can get it over with.” Other respondents at both North Carolina State and UNC cited what many professors, including Dr. Bauerlein, say is the gravest defect in the latest approach to teaching composition: eliminating literature from the syllabus altogether. Bauerlein lays bare the harm done by courses designed to achieve “technical” outcomes only:

[T]o orient the classroom too much to workplace proficiencies and, more significantly, to diminish the role of literary materials in reading and writing skills, is to impoverish liberal education. The broader awareness that comes from wide reading in literary and civic traditions is reduced to mechanical activities. Literary understanding gives way to “the construction of meaning.” Literary history is supplanted by facility with texts. Traditionally, liberal education has been about resisting such norms of the workplace as productivity and rationalization.

Composition theorists counter by saying that teaching literature in freshman composition is simply not practical because few students pursue careers requiring an acquaintance with great works. But another reason—far more disturbing—looms large in the mind of theorists. In addition to being impractical, grounding composition in the humanities would be elitist because such courses might assert the supremacy and timelessness of masterworks from our own discipline. This bizarre turn I shall develop at length under “Fallacy 6.”

What the theorists do not say is that writing programs designed to serve the needs of other academic fields duplicate programs already in place at most universities. Both UNC and North Carolina State, for example, have programs that encourage and support writing in the disciplines. NC State’s excellent Writing and Speaking Program offers “department specific workshops” and “individual consultations” for faculty who assign writing campus-wide.

On a smaller scale, UNC offers “team-taught” or “linked courses,” which
give students the benefit of two instructors, one of whom is a composition instructor, the other, an expert in another discipline. The school also has a Communication Intensive requirement and a first-year seminar program, both of which incorporate writing across the curriculum. Even without such programs, however, an instructor can broaden the scope of freshman composition simply by choosing the right text. With each new edition of "readers" comes an improved selection of poetry and short fiction, as well as essays on history, politics, religion, and American culture—meaty topics for discussion and writing—without the overlay of shibboleths about "discourse communities."

In their determination to incorporate writing across the curriculum in freshman composition, theorists overlook one troublesome fact. The new design for English 101 has coincided exactly with a decline in reading and writing skills among high school graduates. As any veteran 101 instructor can attest, over the past two decades, entering college freshmen have become less and less able to read and write about complex material. Indeed, a 2005 survey conducted by the Peter D. Hart Research Associates found that "large majorities of college instructors are dissatisfied with the job public schools are doing in preparing students for college when it comes to writing quality (62 percent) and their ability to read and comprehend complex materials (70 percent)." For this reason alone, students should spend their first year in college mastering the basics of composition and improving reading skills by studying great models of written English.

Fallacy 2: The best way to ensure quality instruction in English 101 is to hire instructors who are trained in composition theory.

This notion is backed by two notable authorities. Upfront in the 2003 Neglected "R" report, the commissioners recommend the "completion of a course in writing theory and practice as a condition of teacher licensing." And the National Council of Teachers of English, in their 2004 report NCTE Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing, advises: "Teachers of writing should be well-versed in composition theory and research, and they should know methods for turning that theory into practice."

The case for training writing teachers in "composition theory" sounds airtight, but there are two problems with this proposal. The first is one of logistics. Hiring only those whom theorists have trained to teach freshmen would narrow the pool of qualified applicants, as well as derail plans to let graduate students teach freshman English, which is, as NC State's program director notes, "a critical part of graduate training in English."

The other flaw in the NCTE's proposal is the notion that "an approach deeply rooted in cognitive psychology and linguistics" works better than one rooted in observation and experience. In a recent interview, composition expert Gary Tate explained why the new approach to training teachers does not always turn out good readers of student prose:
We aren't very good readers many times. Which goes back, I think to the split between composition and literature. You don't ask students who are going to teach music or be composers to ignore the great composers of the past. We demand that they study them. They study Bach; they study Beethoven; they study Stravinsky. But we say now in composition studies—or a lot of programs do—"You're going to study composition and rhetoric, so you can teach writing" and ignore the great writing that has been going on for centuries . . . . I think that's a real mistake.36

To Tate's observation I add another. To train all prospective writing teachers in composition theory and research rather than in great writing would be to suppress talent, invention, and a passion for the written word, which most likely is what attracted instructors to teaching English in the first place.

A better measure of writing-teacher potential is a love for great works, a knack for writing clear sentences, and a yen for having both rub off on a class of sometimes reluctant 18-year olds. Important also is a candidate's willingness to meet one-on-one with students after class and occasionally to advise a bewildered freshman on matters other than composition. Those qualifications can come complete with an M.A. or Ph.D., but can also be found in graduate students who aim for careers in teaching.

For two decades, theorist reformers have emphasized pedagogy over an individual teacher's special gifts, a misstep that has been the wont of reformers for at least a century. In an 1896 essay, composition expert Thomas Lounsbury assailed the Harvard reformers for putting pedagogical method above teacher talent and a command of literature. The passage in which he exposes the dangers in such misplaced emphasis could have been written yesterday, for it pinpoints the defect in postmodern pedagogy as well:

Two dangers loom up in the path of reform. First, that of exalting pedagogical method at the expense of the teacher's personality; second, that of placing mere training in composition superior to familiarity with good literature. The country is suffering at present from an acute attack of pedagogical psychology in its most malignant form; so that some zealous teachers spend more time on the study of method than on two things vastly more important—their specialty and human nature. Nothing is more vicious than to suppose that a man with a "psycho-pedagogical" method can teach either school or college students without a sympathetic and personal knowledge of his pupils. Much of the popular pedagogy of today is all moonshine, because the natural-born teacher (and there are many such) does not need so elaborate an apparatus, and the pedagogue who has no natural gift is deluded into thinking that this new-fangled machinery of soul-development is all that is required.37

The natural-born teachers to whom Lounsbury refers are the ones whose passion is a certain subject and whose joy it is to make that subject irresistible—year after year—for students whose main interests probably lie elsewhere. In English 101, they are the ones who have seen firsthand the power of literature to engage students, to serve as a model for good writing, and to impact the
reading and writing skills of college freshmen. They are teachers who will resist any pedagogy that excludes literature from freshman composition.

With his timeless rebuttal for the pedagogue and his "new-fangled machinery," Lounsbury supplies the word I chose for my title. Much of today's ingrown pedagogy, this fallacy among them, is indeed "all moonshine." Hiring only those who are "well-versed in composition theory" would actually hinder a student's chance to master basic composition. It would, in theory-speak, "problematize" further a course already beset with problems.

**Fallacy 3:** "The use of isolated grammar and usage exercises not supported by theory and research is a deterrent to the improvement of students' speaking and writing."

This quotation comes in a resolution the National Council of Teachers of English passed in 1985. A year later, the NCTE supported its position by publishing the results of a study they themselves had commissioned. Three sentences in George Hillocks' *Research on Written Composition* stand out because they sum up the position on grammar composition theorists have taken ever since:

> The study of traditional school grammar (i.e., the definition of parts of speech, the parsing of sentences, etc.) has no effect on raising the quality of student writing. . . . Taught in certain ways, grammar and mechanics instruction has a deleterious effect on student writing. In some studies a heavy emphasis on mechanics and usage (e.g., marking every error) resulted in significant losses in overall quality.

Two decades later, theorist James Williams regrets that support for teaching grammar "persists even today," despite the widespread belief among theorists that "Experience should have made it clear to everyone that grammar instruction and drills did nothing to improve writing." Ironically, the third edition of Williams's book *Preparing to Teach Writing* appeared in 2003, the same year the National Commission on Writing made public its discovery that "Recent analyses indicate that more than 50 percent of first-year college students are unable to produce papers that are relatively free of language errors."

Perhaps in response to the Commission's disturbing disclosure, the section on usage in the NCTE's 2004 report relents somewhat, admitting that "Writers need an image in their minds of conventional grammar, spelling, and punctuation." Just how they are to come by this image isn't made clear, but the NCTE still contends that "conventions of writing are best taught in the context of writing," not by "completing workbook or online exercises." Surely every composition instructor wishes this were true, but now we know that over 50 percent of today's college freshmen need more than what the NCTE calls "reflective appointments" with instructors who "permit students to set goals for their own improvement."

It is no coincidence that the demise of grammar instruction has coincided exactly with an increasing diversity among college enrollees, many of whom...
did not grow up speaking or writing "standard English." To avoid making these students feel uncomfortable or inadequate, composition theorists made two decisions. One, requiring all students to conform to strict standards of correctness would brand some with an unjust stigma. Two, revising what we mean when we say "standard English" would minimize the problem. Hence, the theorists’ new position on correctness, which Lindemann made clear in her “Three Views of English 101”: “The criteria for good writing do not always derive from literary standards applied to finished drafts.”

Buried at the bottom of the NCTE Guideline “Some Questions and Answers about Grammar” is the real reason theorists have redefined the phrase “standard English”: “Many people find the term standard English to be inaccurate and misleading because it creates a false impression that there exists a single variety of English that all educated Americans speak and write.” In keeping with the current trend to obfuscate facts that sound harsh or judgmental, the NCTE suggests edited written English” or “Language of Wider Communication” as alternative labels for the offending “standard English.”

Even more telling is the NCTE site’s link to a resolution passed by its Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) in 1974:

We affirm the students’ right to their own patterns and varieties of language—the dialects of their nurture or whatever dialects in which they find their own identity and style. Language scholars long ago denied that the myth of a standard American dialect has any validity. The claim that any one dialect is unacceptable amounts to an attempt of one social group to exert its dominance over another. Such a claim leads to false advice for speakers and writers, and immoral advice for humans. A nation proud of its diverse heritage and its cultural and racial variety will preserve its heritage of dialects. We affirm strongly that teachers must have the experiences and training that will enable them to respect diversity and uphold the right of students to their own language.45

Here is the earliest official warning that endorsing only one standard of literacy is “immoral” and need not be the goal of a college education—a notion that betrays the very students whose “varieties of language” the resolution meant to uphold. It ignores the fact that failure to write correctly will prove to be a serious handicap for all students, regardless of their race or ethnicity.

The extent to which writing program directors at North Carolina State and UNC have relaxed standards to make room for varieties of language is hard to determine. Printed guidelines for composition students at both schools advise that correctness matters, but instructors say that program directors forbid a hard-line approach to ensure correctness and admonish instructors caught emphasizing it. In her “Three Views of Composition,” Lindemann rationalizes the inconsistency in theorist thinking by saying: “Though writers must conform their messages to reasonable conventions of spelling, mechanics, and usage, these same rules and principles may prove confining.”46 One wonders what a freshman, reading a classmate’s essay quickly to determine its “holistic”
value, would decide are "reasonable" standards of spelling, mechanics, and usage.\textsuperscript{17}

What may prove even more confining for graduates is their failure to conform to strict conventions of spelling, mechanics, and usage when they apply for jobs. In the 2004 survey of business leaders entitled "A Ticket to Work," The National Commission on Writing found that proficiency in writing was the "ticket to professional opportunity, while poorly written job applications are a figurative kiss of death."\textsuperscript{48} Upfront in the report, the commissioners sum up their findings in one line: "Whatever the form of communication, it is clear that respondents expect written material to be accurate, clear, and grammatically correct."\textsuperscript{49} Among the respondents' comments are the following:

- The skills of new college graduates are deplorable across the board; spelling, grammar, sentence structure . . . . I can't believe people come out of college now not knowing what a sentence is.
- Recent graduates aren't even aware when things are wrong (singular/plural agreement, run-on sentences, and the like). I'm amazed they got through college.\textsuperscript{50}

Preparing students to impress corporate America or any other discerning employer has never been easier to accomplish outside of class, so the theorists' other argument against grammar instruction—that it takes class time away from actual writing—no longer applies.\textsuperscript{51} In addition to meeting with students one-on-one to discuss usage in the context of their own writing, instructors can require that students work and check handbook or online exercises and attend writing center workshops.

Teaching grammar in freshman composition shouldn't be necessary and wouldn't be necessary if our public school system were doing its job.\textsuperscript{52} Most college freshmen need a systematic review of grammar precisely because high school teachers often go by what the NCTE claims "research shows" rather than what they can see with their own eyes.\textsuperscript{53} Learning the mechanics of English is like learning the mechanics of any other language. It requires drill and practice, drill and practice. Students do not learn to write correctly by superimposing grammar, punctuation, and spelling on their final drafts—especially when they outsource the editing of those drafts, that is, turn them over to friends who correct errors.

During the Modern Language Association's December 2005 convention, panelist Anne Curzan expressed the belief that "Punctuation itself is not an ascertainable fact, like mountains" and furthermore that "Creating this kind of insecurity in people is not helpful."\textsuperscript{54} Such statements perpetuate the notion that grammar drills are a form of educational malpractice. No one would argue that grammar instruction improves the depth of analysis in a student-written essay, but it does improve correctness, which still matters a great deal to a discerning employer.
Fallacy 4: The “student-centered” class provides the best format for “the making of knowledge.”

Composition theorists, backed by their own research, say that students can learn more from each other than they can from a teacher/authority whose position as expert actually stifles a student’s “authentic voice.” In her “Three Views of English 101,” Lindemann explains how the student-centered model works:

Though students may begin the course having been schooled in the strategies of individual competition, the teacher deliberately fosters collaboration so that students must now learn from one another. In this model, students are always members of a stable writing group, working together for the entire term so that they develop trust in one another, accept responsibility for the group’s successes and failures, and appreciate one another’s diverse abilities and interests. Every class meeting involves group activities: developing schedules for a project and assigning research tasks, sharing information gained from independent reading and research, talking out plans for a draft, responding to and revising drafts, sometimes writing collaboratively. Discussions of readings also may begin in groups.

In short, the student-centered classroom model provides a way for theorists to curtail “teacher talk,” which they see as another great enemy of student progress.

Most instructors endorse some collaboration among students, especially when it has them making appointments to see trained tutors after class to talk about writing. At UNC, however, collaboration among students has become the primary source of in-class instruction. Throughout the semester, freshmen meet in small groups to which they are assigned during the first week of class. UNC’s Student Guide to English 10, 11, and 12 assures enrollees that the teacher doesn’t spend much time lecturing. Instead he or she will give a variety of writing and reading activities that you will work on in class. The teacher’s role is that of a facilitator, one who circulates among students reading work in progress and offering advice and suggestions for improvement. Much of your time in class will be devoted to reading the drafts of assignments produced by your groupmates while they read your draft.

An inherent contradiction in this arrangement is that students with SAT scores not high enough to place out of freshman composition are presumed qualified to critique the work of their peers. The Student Guide informs students that teachers “will assume that you know a great deal and will expect you to contribute your knowledge to the class.” If, based on their classmates’ advice, these students do indeed become skillful critics and writers in one semester, they will have achieved what takes teachers and tutors a good bit longer. And not once in 26 years of teaching composition did I hear an able instructor or writer say that he or she became so by chatting with other novices in the field.

Theorists justify the shift in power from teacher to student on the grounds that, left alone, students will “create knowledge” from some vast, untapped depths. Lindemann explains the concept:
The student writer is the expert, commanding subjects and strategies for composing that the teacher has no access to because they are born of the writer’s experience. The student has a self to discover, some truth to express, a unique language and voice.\textsuperscript{58}

In his 1988 exposé of our dumbed-down educational system, E.D. Hirsch traces such idealism to disciples of eighteenth-century philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau, “who believed that we should encourage the natural development of young children and not impose adult ideas upon them.”\textsuperscript{59} Within reason, that is not a bad idea, but, applied liberally in freshman composition, it panders to teenagers already hooked on Google, iPod, TiVo, and txt msgs—handy and above all \textit{instant} sources of pleasure and information. Included in the \textit{Neglected “R”} report is the assertion “Writing competence builds confidence, which readily turns into creativity and \textit{fun}” [italics added].\textsuperscript{50} Composition theorists transpose the terms of this equation—putting fun before competence—perhaps heightening the desire to write, but no doubt hindering the performance of an unschooled freshman.

UNC’s \textit{Student Guide} even trumpets: “Students report that getting to know a few students well is one of the best features of their composition course”—as if socializing were a valid aim of any college course. The directors of NC State’s program refer to teachers as “instructors,” not “facilitators,” but call for a liberal dose of peer/peer interaction for yet another reason: “Research shows that a college freshman’s attention span is about twenty minutes.” Anyone who has taught freshmen knows that their minds do wander but also knows that a teacher in charge can expand attention spans by professing: “I know a great deal about the process of writing. You have paid a whopping tuition to hear it and now must sit still and listen to learn it—sometimes for longer than twenty minutes straight!”\textsuperscript{61} Such a bold stroke would be heresy to theorists who treat short attention spans as a given rather than as a deficiency to be overcome. Theorists fear that putting a teacher in charge might reinstate what Lindemann calls “strategies of individual competition” among students. And a teacher/authority would most certainly interfere with the theorists’ aim to “forge their English 101 classes into a community of writers.”\textsuperscript{62}

Another possible rationale for putting students in charge is never mentioned by program directors, but instructors admit that a course designed to promote in-class writing, talking in groups, and surfing the web for information requires less of the one who facilitates it. The student-centered model appeals especially to instructors who are also reading and writing for graduate classes or who are teaching three sections of composition per semester. The student-centered format lightens their load considerably because it reduces the time they must spend preparing for class.

Nor do program directors mention that grade inflation is another byproduct of the student-centered model. Of the 110 sections of freshman comp offered at UNC in the spring of 2005, only six had an average GPA below 3.0, and only
one of the six had an average GPA below 2.9. Perhaps assigning a grade lower than B would belie the assumption that enrollees already know a great deal and will learn plenty more interacting in groups. Or perhaps allowing students to participate in the “holistic scoring” of student essays heightens their chances to make A’s and B’s. The University of North Carolina’s Student Guide asserts that holistic scoring makes grading “more objective and more reliable” when students spend class time reading unsigned photocopies of their classmates essays “quickly but carefully” and assigning numeric scores. The Student Guide cautions that “Reading too slowly makes scores unreliable because isolated features, not overall quality, assume too much importance” [emphasis added]. Each essay is scored by two students, and if the two scores do not agree within one point, the teacher “acts as a third reader” and gives the essay the “deciding score.”

The teacher, then, does have the final authority. However, “Because students can be trained to be highly reliable scorers, teachers rarely find it necessary to change a paper’s score.” If freshmen can, in one semester, become “highly reliable scorers” by reading “quickly,” they will have achieved a goal instructors spend whole careers working toward. And if UNC instructors do indeed trust freshmen to perform what was once a tough, time-consuming job, they’ll have saved themselves a great deal of time.

In the concluding paragraph of the section on “holistic scoring,” the UNC Guide notes that some students feel “uncomfortable” with the process because it “seems so different from the kind of grading they experienced in high school.” Apparently, some instructors are uncomfortable with the process as well. According to one, few freshman instructors follow the procedure to the letter because “students hate it.”

No one would deny that classroom interaction plus some in-class writing engages students in ways that an all-lecture format does not. But a willful inversion of the teacher/student relationship slights the knowledge of the real experts and overstates the potential for freshman writers to teach each other. An improved course would reinstate the teacher as authority and limit the time students spend reading, writing, and working in groups or online—in class. No composition course should entrust a class of 18-year-olds, lacking in maturity and acumen, with the task of teaching each other how to write or with the task of grading papers.

Fallacy 5: If composition theorists talk about writing in the language they themselves have invented, no one will notice that their mission in English 101 has more to do with promoting theorist ideology than it does with promoting literacy.

Proceeding on that assumption, composition theorists have written volumes in defense of the course whose content and format I described in sections one through four of this study. But deciphering what theorists mean when they talk about the new “social-theoretic model” for English 101 lets one in for a
tough read because the very ones in charge of teaching freshmen how to write clear, concise prose often display a torturously dense, jargon-laden style in their own writing.

A prime example of theorist ideology masquerading as dazzling discovery can be found in the work of James Berlin, whose ideas about teaching composition seem to have had the greatest impact on local practitioners. Upon his death in 1994, colleagues at Purdue called Berlin “the primary theorist and leading spokesperson for the cultural studies movement in composition,” and the following contains Berlin’s insights into what happens in the new “democratized” composition class:

> Writing and reading become acts of discourse analysis as individuals attempt to understand the semiotic codes operating in their discursive situations. Composing and reception are thus interactive since both are performances of production, requiring the active construction of meaning according to one or another coded procedure.

There one finds a banal observation—reading and writing are interactive—dressed up in language only a theorist could love. But Berlin also notes what happens when composition studies parallel cultural studies: a “social epistemic rhetoric” will emerge, “a rhetoric that considers signifying practices in relation to the ideological formation of the self within a context of economics, politics, and power.” Tangled up in the jargon one can find a new aim for English 101, an aim more important than teaching basic writing skills to college freshmen. Theorists would rescue freshmen from what Berlin calls “conformity of thought and expression” and bring their newly formed ideology in line with theorist notions about “economics, politics and power.”

The effect such thinking has had on classroom practice at both NC State and UNC is apparent in the theorists’ move to “democratize” their own versions of English 101—by forging the class into a “community of writers,” which one suspects is code for “groupthink.” In his 2003 book, NC State theorist Michael Carter touts a “relationship between theory-talk and practice” because the writing class sets up “an occasion for collaboratively constructing theories about writing.” Here, Carter endorses classroom collaboration and, several pages later, couches the Berlin mission in slightly more accessible prose. According to Carter, Berlin believed that “creating an antifoundational classroom—open, pluralistic, democratic—will encourage students to write in a way that interacts critically with the ideological formations of their world and take action to change them.” Therein lies the aim of many theorists, and where they succeed, one envisions students leaving the composition class thinking that writing is the joint effort of budding activists—not an arduous process done mostly in isolation.

In her defense of the “egalitarian” class, Jane Danielewicz, new director of UNC’s freshman program, advocates replacing the “standard curriculum” with
a "dialogic curriculum" wherein student/teacher interaction empowers a class "to create knowledge rather than to accept 'official' knowledge." To clarify what she means by "official knowledge," Dr. Danielewicz quotes another prominent theorist, Brazilian Paulo Freire: "Traditional discourse confirms the dominant mass culture and the inherited, official shape of knowledge" (which presumably should be suppressed or overruled). In its place, Freire would have a "liberatory dialogue," more specifically, "a democratic communication which disconfirms domination and illuminates while affirming the freedom of the participants to re-make their culture." Perhaps aware that the Freire doctrine must be translated for the uninitiated, Danielewicz continues:

The hierarchical relationship that now exists between faculty and students (as prospective teachers) would be transformed into an egalitarian one if everyone works jointly to understand conceptual knowledge. Teachers would no longer be experts who possessed knowledge, but partners exploring knowledge with students.

In even plainer English, this is Danielewicz’s call for teachers and students to work together to subvert tradition and "remake" a culture badly in need of remaking. These ideas are presented in her guide for training public school teachers—not one for freshman composition instructors. Still, they supply a rationale for what a Carolina student handout calls the "social-theoretic" model in freshman composition and explain why another departmental handout calls writing "a way of making meaning" but also "a form of social action." The same handout informs students that in freshman composition they will "use writing to identify themselves with a group and, sometimes, to alter what the group thinks or does." Carolina theorists make no bones about it—the social-theoretic model for freshman composition is more about altering student thinking than it is about improving student writing.

To that end, Carolina instructors have freshmen making videos, storyboards, or group presentations on topics such as "Disease in Developing Nations" or "Astronomy and Space Science." Students are also asked to analyze the "Social Interactions" on an episode of "Reality TV" viewed in class and write law firm memoranda on Miranda v. Arizona. Under the new rule at NC State, students read essays on "Coyote Food Habits," "Attitudes on Dating, Courtship, and Marriage: Perspectives on In-Group versus Out-Group Relationships by Religious Minority and Majority Adolescents," and "Adverse Effects of Hypoxia from Stormwater Runoff on the Aggregating Anemone," all of which appear in a text currently used in English 101 at NC State. No topic, it seems, is off-limits for freshman composition—except those topics requiring students to read great works of literature.

It is no coincidence that the rise of the "cultural studies movement in freshman composition" has coincided exactly with a decline in literacy among college graduates. Two generations of freshmen have been "democratized" in
English 101 rather than schooled in the basics of writing and in great models of written English. Two generations of freshman instructors have been trained by theorists who use high-flown rhetoric to camouflage their real intent. The best appraisal of the “jargonitis” that afflicts many theorists comes from Donald Lazere, English professor emeritus at California Polytechnic State University:

[T]hese theorists’ own discourse has a lockstep, scholastic uniformity and, far from being comprehensible to the masses of teachers and students, it seems calculated mainly to win prestige for composition theory by elevating it to the level of the most arcane (and now outmoded) literary theory; “doing theory” now often has become a substitute for teaching writing, as it earlier became one for teaching literature.  

And yet scholars who, Yeats once said, “cough in ink” still win grants to pursue arcane theories about writing, most likely because legislators or other patrons (a) haven’t read any postmodern theory, (b) have read it but are reluctant to admit they don’t get it, or (c) are beguiled by the promise of a new “cutting edge.” Thus, grantors and theorists thrive in perfect symbiosis.

A sharp insight into how “theory-talk” can warp student writing comes from Stanley Ridgley. In the title of a 2003 article, Stanley Ridgley asks, “College Students Can’t Write?”—then answers the question in his opening statement, which is the epigraph for this report:

In fact, hundreds of thousands of recent college graduates today cannot express themselves with the written word. Why? Because universities have shortchanged them, offering strange literary theories, Marxism, feminism, deconstruction, and other oddities in the guise of writing courses. They’ve offered everything, really, but the basics of clear writing.

The question many might ask is why, despite a noticeable decline in student literacy under the theorists’ watch, theory still parades itself through the university—clothed in a dark new lingo. The answer is that composition theorists have convinced grantors and administrators that “new ideas and methods now taking hold in response to writing seem clear and theoretically sound compared with the misguided and provincial efforts of the past.” More specifically, they have persuaded patrons that “Undertheorized work is naïve, politically immature, ill-read, unenlightened, culturally backward.” These are the words Robert Connors predicted theorists would use to dismiss his 1997 book Composition-Rhetoric—if he didn’t include at least some “revisionist,” “poststructuralist,” “Marxo-constructivist,” or “postdeconstructive” theory.

Few outside academe, I think, are aware that such misbegotten creeds actually influence classroom practice or that their inventors’ Goliath-like grip on composition programs makes colleagues reluctant to protest—lest they revive an old quarrel or imperil their own careers. For to trespass on what theorist research shows—and come down hard on the side of Experience Shows More—
is to invite charges of benightedness, or rather of "undertheorization." It is to be charged with what James Berlin once called an "anti-intellectual conservatism." Contained within that one word is the sum of all theorist fears.

Fallacy 6: "Freshman composition: No Place for Literature"

No tenet in the theorists' prescription for composition courses is more radical or perverse than this one. Here, it comes packaged in the curt title of a Lindemann article that would settle, once and for all, the debate about literature's place in freshman composition. Including literature, Lindemann decides, is "inappropriate" (1) because reading others' texts distracts students from writing their own (2) because literature invites too much "teacher-talk" (3) because writing about literature does not teach style (4) because students can get it in other classes, and (5) because interpreting literature "also represents only one way of knowing, a process of knowledge-making peculiar to the humanities." An offshoot of problem five is that to learn how to teach the "peculiar" methods of the "humanists," Lindemann believes instructors would need "a course, a practicum, or a substantial mentoring program." But Lindemann endorses having freshman instructors teach the "methods of making meaning" of other disciplines because writing program directors can support that aim. In short, Lindemann thinks that English 101 is "no place for literature" yet thinks that putting walk-on instructors in charge of teaching freshmen how to write like scientists and social scientists is a good idea.

The debate over the value of including literature in any college class is nothing new. Literature's original guardians were nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century classicists who defended teaching Greek and Latin on the grounds that "no education can be called excellent which does not include some study at first-hand of the life and thought of the two peoples who developed and carried on for a thousand years this civilization which is our inheritance, and out of whose literature and philosophy and art our own have sprung." The classicists eventually lost that argument to scholars who proposed literature written in English as a better guide to our past, to our collective psyche, and to good writing in English. In the twentieth century, however, even that claim was challenged—by scholars in other disciplines who thought studying literature wasted students' time, by parents who feared a concentration in literature would narrow a graduate's job choices, and by students who declared great works boring and irrelevant. Nevertheless, until recently, a university degree required at least some exposure to the English classics.

No more. In a bizarre postmodern twist, the devaluing of literature now comes from within the English department itself. Composition theorists say it has no place in a course designed to teach freshmen how to write for other disciplines, but there is something else going on here. Lindemann refers to literature professors who contend, "Although literature may have been taught poorly in the past, we should now reassert its importance in writing courses by adopt-
ing the insights of recent developments in critical theory. Lindemann would have us know that she did indeed consider letting today’s freshmen study great writing in their writing class, that is, if a theorist taught it right—perhaps by having students “deconstruct” a great work rather than enjoy it, or perhaps by telling students that literature has no “intrinsic merit,” as Professor Stanley Fish once declared. But Lindemann rejects even that proposal. While she agrees with professors who say that “critical theory” has indeed given us “a better understanding of how readers engage texts [and] how those texts are socially constructed,” she insists it is still not safe to go back into those Shakespeare-infested waters. The “something else going on here” is that theorists see Shakespeare and his ilk as carriers of oppressive Western values—racist, sexist, patriarchal, and imperialist. But the offending white males are long dead, and, as far as the theorists are concerned, should not be resurrected in freshmen composition.

When the new commissioners on writing found that students are “increasingly shortchanged” in their writing courses, they did not name the ban on works by dead white males as part of the swindle. But experienced teachers, such as Peter Elbow, Gary Tate, and Mark Bauerlein, each of whom I quoted earlier, have emphasized the connection between what students read and how they write. And all experienced teachers will have noticed that the best student writers are those with an ear for the “dress of thought” one finds only in great writing. They are students who have studied the incomparable language of a Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Austen, or Dickinson, to name but four such masters. They are students who can spot similarities in Chaucer’s clergy and modern-day clerics and who liken Shakespeare’s monarchs to today’s politicians. They are students who see that overcoming pride and prejudice in any age is no mean task and who know that a “modest” proposal is anything but. Often they are students who balk at reading Marlowe, Milton, or Joyce, then show up years later remembering an exact line or idea from a certain work. But most important, they are students who are touched, sometimes unawares, by a great writer’s insights into human nature and by the diction, cadence, and syntax he or she uses to explore it. Nothing, then, could be more practical than to let students see and hear the indelible words great writers choose to give us a sober warning, a rush of pleasure, or a reminder that we are not alone in this scary business of living.

Because composition theorists do not see an instant, measurable improvement in the writing of students who read great works, they conclude that reading literature does not improve student writing. But when theorists set about to teach freshmen how to write like scientists and social scientists by having them read essays from those disciplines, they acknowledge the connection between reading and writing, as well as discredit their position that reading literature does not impact student writing. Lindemann would excuse this quirk by saying that assignments in literature “silence students’ voices in the conver-
sation literature is intended to promote” and furthermore that “literature teaching offers the writing teacher no model worth emulating.” Here we see the theorists’ view that exposure to literature actually impairs student progress and that no precedent exists for teaching literature well. In two fell swoops, Lindemann would dismiss the efforts of teachers who’ve spent whole careers proving otherwise and who have saved copies of thoughtful, well-phrased freshman essays to serve as evidence. Lindemann would also ignore what writers themselves routinely say in interviews and autobiographies. They were inspired by reading the works of other great writers, sometimes on their own, sometimes in a memorable class.

Even more alarming than the theorists’ stand against literature is their position on reading in general. Some theorists doubt that any reading can inspire good writing. Lindemann’s idea that reading others’ texts distracts students from writing their own is backed by theorists who claim that textbooks “inhibit students’ use of writing as a tool of inquiry” because students “may feel so intimidated by published readings that they will dismiss their own texts as unworthy by comparison.” In the same vein, NC State’s Michael Carter once claimed that “Most research has shown that we learn to use discourse by reading voluntarily when we are young, but not much as we grow older.” The NCTE’s 2004 “Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing” update the Carter theory: “Most research indicates that the easiest way to tap motivation to read is to teach students to choose books and other texts they understand and enjoy.” Slipping in the phrase “teach students to choose books” mitigates only slightly the Carter stunner. Theorists believe that, left alone, or perhaps with a shadowy facilitator looking on, students will choose texts wisely. Or theorists might choose for them but choose a big dose of discourse from other “discourse communities.” Thus, the distance between theorist notions about reading and the decree “Freshman Composition: No Place for Literature” becomes one short step.

Left alone, students rarely reach for masterworks that bring to life characters they recognize and remember. What they do choose, however, reveals a longing for insight, as well as explains the enduring appeal of self-help tracts such as *Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul*, which have long been a fixture on the bestseller list. I do not deny the quick-fix potential of a self-help tract; I simply propose great works as a more reliable source of insight. Nothing, in fact, could be more useful than to include in freshman English works that, in Elbow’s words, “render experience rather than explain it.” To deny students exposure to such works is to deny what writing program directors themselves were privileged to have, that is, if they were educated before the theorists began, in the words of one scholar, “plowing the field with salt.”

With *Literature Lost*—as the title of one work laments—the content of freshman English is now set by utilitarian practitioners who have imposed on literature and composition what John Briggs calls an “unwanted and unwelcome
divorce. Over the past two decades, theorists have cut the teacher/authority, "teacher-talk," and grammar instruction from English 101, but the unkindest cut of all is literature. Composition courses would be greatly improved if literature were reinstated, but for students to benefit from studying literature, it will also be necessary to reinstate teachers who hold art sacred, who love great works for their timelessness and for their perfectly wrought passages—teachers who aim to cultivate in students an appreciation for both.

Restoring the Link between Composition and Common Sense

As a first step toward reform, composition theorists must concede that the system in place does not give students the foundation they need to become skillful writers—quite the contrary, according to evidence made public in 2003, 2004, and 2005 by the National Commission on Writing. But a theorist concession will not be forthcoming unless department heads, deans, even college presidents see the connection between what the Commission has identified as a decline in literacy among college graduates and what goes on in their own writing programs.

In any other business, a three-year slide would have a CEO hustling to retool a faulty product. Not so in higher education where the poor value shows up later. An internal review of English 101 by its architects, for example, would no doubt tout its success having students write for other disciplines and would publish testimonials from selected faculty and students who endorse the new content. Unfortunately, however, an internal review would ignore what specialists in literature and faculty in other disciplines say about English 101’s failure to prepare students to write in upper-level classes. Only a critic who is not in thrall to the new system can state the obvious: the new approach to teaching writing is founded on fallacies and produces poor results.

Theorists rode in on a promise to revolutionize the content and format of English 101 and, having achieved both, rest comfortably under the banner “research shows”—that they know best. In 1988, when Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Michael Skube saw how postmodern research had revolutionized composition courses at NC State, he concluded: “So the research goes on, and as it does the wealthiest nation in the world slowly becomes uneducated.”

Recommendations for Putting Freshman Composition Back on Track

If college administrators take a hard look at writing programs in their own institutions, they will find that the pedagogy du jour is fraught with contradictions. It puts walk-on instructors in charge of a pivotal course, then leaves them to stand on unfamiliar ground. It responds to a drop in correct usage among college freshman by dropping instruction in grammar and usage from English 101. It responds to a growing sense of entitlement among college students by inflating grades and downgrading instructor authority. It operates in the midst of specialists in literature but thinks literature would “inhibit,” “intimidate,” or
"silence" an ordinary freshman. And finally, it responds to insider criticism, whenever possible, by seceding from the English Department altogether and establishing its own little fiefdom. A college administrator, made aware of these contradictions, might conclude, as SUNY Professor Thomas Bertonneau concludes: "fostering literacy is not, in fact, the intention of the postmodern curriculum." And based on evidence presented in this report, one might conclude that the real aim of the postmodern curriculum is to

- put readings from the sciences and social sciences on a par with masterworks from the humanities—in order to level the value of all writing,
- soft-pedal grammar instruction—in order to level the "varieties of English" found among college enrollees,
- discourage classroom competition and forge English 101 classes into "a community of writers," in other words, to level the writing field as well,
- sustain a strong connection between "theory talk" and classroom practice,
- keep literature out of freshman English because theorists do not approve of the humanities' "one way of knowing,"
- sharpen a post-postmodern cutting edge in order to substantiate postmodern research that brought about these radical changes in composition studies.

Anyone who is disturbed by these changes would agree that it is time to reopen discussion about the content and format of English 101 and start the "revolution" or "transformation" the National Commission on Writing has called for. But the new Commission admits that its "only lever is the power of persuasion" and that it "has no authority to impose change." Nor do I, or any other outsider dismayed by what the theorists have wrought. Only a college administrator can ask a writing program director to put freshman composition back on track by

1. leaving the "discourse methodology" of the sciences and social sciences to experts in the sciences and social sciences,
2. granting instructors latitude to select texts that suit their particular gifts,
3. insisting that instructors use class time teaching writing strategies and pointing out how professional writers employ them, rather than having students work in groups,
4. reminding instructors that using technology in class is no substitute for lively instruction,
5. urging instructors to incorporate daily quizzes or online postings that hold students accountable for the assigned reading,
6. endowing instructors with absolute authority and providing strong backup when students challenge that authority,
7. requiring instructors to schedule at least two conferences with each student during the course of the semester and encouraging them to meet with students on a regular basis,
8. assigning instructors no more than two sections of freshman English per semester, so that they can make time to grade papers carefully and meet with students outside of class.
9. requiring that essays be graded by instructors whose comments address an identifiable writer—not an anonymous piece of writing—and who routinely hand papers back during the next class period,
10. requiring instructors to design a systematic review of grammar—making use of handbook exercises, online tutorials, and writing center workshops in preparation for a departmental test that all students must pass at mid-semester,
11. administering a departmental writing test at semester’s end (departmental tests provide an excellent measure of teacher competence as well),
12. reinstating essay assignments that pique the imagination, e.g., narrative and descriptive essays,
13. suggesting that faculty who write or talk about composition read what Aristotle said about clarity—in Book III, Chapter 2 of *On Rhetoric*.

A writer must disguise his art and give the impression of speaking naturally and not artificially . . . . Strange words, compound words, and invented words must be used sparingly and on few occasions . . . . A good writer can produce a style that is distinguished without being obtrusive, and is at the same time clear.

14. requiring a two-semester sequence in freshman composition and allowing instructors to include some literature in the introductory course if they wish. For example, instructors could choose an all-essay text like the *Norton Anthology*, which is organized around themes, but also assign fiction and poetry that treat the same themes. Or instructors could choose a freshman text such as *Literature and Ourselves*, which organizes both fiction and nonfiction around themes.
15. designing a second semester composition course around great works. Ideally, the course would resemble David Denby’s *Adventures with Homer, Rousseau, Woolf, and Other Indestructible Writers of the Western World*, better known as the 1996 *New York Times* best seller *Great Books*. But program directors could design a far less ambitious course that would engage students in challenging reading, lively class discussion, and perceptive writing.

A student of the caliber now accepted at both NC State and UNC could handle such a course, would be enriched and enlightened by such a course, and would become a better writer having taken such a course.

In an age where educators routinely blame poor student performance on inadequate funding, I have proposed 15 changes that would—at little additional cost—narrow the gap between what students pay for in a university education and what they actually get. It is the resistance to change that will cost students plenty when they find themselves competing with graduates of private institutions who are grounded in classical literature and strict standards of correctness.

**Conclusion**

In the best of all possible worlds, parents and teachers would have made literacy a source of pleasure and insight long before students enter college. In a perfectly good world, both colleges and universities would require proof of literacy for all graduates—if only to deliver standouts to a discriminating job market. For now, we inhabit neither world and cannot raise literacy with the
wave of a wand. We can, however, urge university administrators to rescind the patent on a postmodern invention that has taken a good idea way too far. A reformed English 101—one that charts a middle course between innovation and tradition—would indeed earn a far, far better return on a graduate’s investment in a university education.
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